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The evolved vapours are usually led directly into H2SO4 of 42°-46° Be. (8i°-
93° Tw.), and the ammonia fixed in the form of solid ammonium sulphate
(NH4)2SO4, which can be sold without further refining for manurial purposes.
The plant used consists of "column" apparatus similar to those described
in detail in Vol. I. "Organic Industrial Chemistry/' for distilling alcohol; the
apparatus, however, is modified so that the amrnoniacal liquor alone is distilled
in the upper part of the apparatus so as to expel all volatile ammonia; while
in the lower part of the apparatus the " fixed " ammonium salts in the residual
liquid are boiled with milk of lime.
There are a great many different plants on the market, some of which are
extremely efficient Feldmann's Apparatus (D.R.P., 21,708, see English
Patent, 3,643, 1882), shown in Fig. 10.
The ammoniacal "gas-water" flows into a tube from the regulating tank a
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fig.  ro.—Feldmann's Ammonia Still.
and enters the multitubular " preheater " b, consisting of a series of tubes through
which the ammoniacal liquor flows, which are themselves heated by the steam
and hot gas coming from the saturator r by the pipe mm. From the "preheater" b
the now hot ammoniacal fluid flows into the top chamber of the column c. This
is provided with a number of compartments each provided with an overflow pipe D,
so that in each compartment the liquor accumulates to an appreciable depth. In
the centre of the floor of each compartment is a wider pipe covered over with a
" bell" or " mushroom" (<?), provided with serrated edges (see Martin's
" Industrial Chemistry," Vol. II., under ft Ammonium Soda Industry"). Through
this central pipe the ammoniacal gases and steam come up from below and
stream through the liquor surrounding the "mushroom," and thus boil out all
the volatile NH3.
The liquid in c, from which all volatile ammonia has been boiled out, now
enters the lower part of the still d. Into this compartment a stream of milk of
lime is continually pumped by means of the pump £, the lime being sucked out

